For Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) 
Introduction
An important step in the design of a complex Systemon-Chip is to select the optimal architecture for the on-chip network (NoC). In order to do so, it is imperative to analyze and understand network traffic patterns through simulation. This can be accomplished at various stages in the design flow, from abstract transaction level models (TLM) to bitand cycle-true models. In many cases, only the most detailed models prove capable of capturing important aspects of communication performance, e.g. the latency associated with resource contention. The obvious drawback of these approaches is slower simulation speed.
In this paper, we focus on enabling the exploration of different NoC architectures at the bit-and cycle-true level by We assume as a requirement the availability of a reference SoC design, consisting of IP cores and of a NoC, and of an application partitioned and compiled onto the various IP cores. This application might either be software executing on programmable IP cores, or code synthesized into dedicated hardware. This reference system will be used to collect an initial trace of the IP cores' behavior. In order to increase simulation speed for subsequent design space exploration, we propose to replace the IP cores with Traffic Generators (TG) which emulate their communication at the interface with the network, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
The goal is to perform only one reference simulation using bit-and cycle-true simulation models of the IP cores running the target application, and to speed up subsequent variants of that simulation using traffic generators coupled with accurate models of the alternative interconnects only. While the internal processing of IP cores does not need thorough replication by the generators, and can often be modeled by waiting for an amount of cycles between network transactions, the unpredictability of network latency of different NoC architectures may lead to changes in the number and relative ordering of transactions. Thus, traffic generators should have at least some reactive capabilities, as will be explained in Section 3.
In order to capture reactive behavior, we propose a TG implementation as a very simple instruction set processor. Our approach is significantly different from a purely behavioral encapsulation of application code into a simulation device, in analogy with TLM modeling. The TG model we propose is aimed at faithfully replicating traffic patterns generated by a processor running an application, not just by the application; this includes e.g. accurate modeling of cache refills and of latencies between accesses, allowing for cycle-true simulations. At the same time, this approach allows a straightforward path towards deployment of the TG device on a silicon NoC test chip.
To evaluate the TG concept, we have integrated the proposed TG model into MPARM [8] , a homogeneous multiprocessor SoC simulation platform, which provides a bitand cycle-true SoC simulation environment. The current version of MPARM supports several NoC architectures, e.g. AMBA [8] , STBus and the ×pipes [3] , and leverages ARMv7 processors as IP cores. The use of the OCP [1] protocol at the interfaces between the cores and the interconnect allows for easy exchange of IP cores for TGs, as indicated in Figure 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work, and is followed by a discussion of the requirements for modelling traffic patterns in Section 3. Section 4 details the TG implementation, and Section 5 describes how communication traces are extracted and turned into programs executing on the TG. Section 6 presents initial simulation results which show the potential of our TG approach. Finally, Section 7 provides conclusions.
Related Work
The use of traffic generators to speed up simulation is not new, and several traffic generator approaches and models have been proposed.
In [6] , a stochastic model is used for NoC exploration. Traffic behavior is statistically represented by means of uniform, Gaussian, or Poisson distributions. Such distributions assume a degree of correlation within the communication transactions which is unlikely in a SoC environment. Traffic patterns in SoC systems have shown to be reactive and bursty [2, 7] . The simplicity and simulation speed of stochastic models may make them valuable during preliminary stages of NoC development, but, since the characteristics (functionality and timing) of the IP core are not captured, such models are unreliable for optimizing NoC features.
A modeling technique which adds functional accuracy and causality is transaction-level modeling (TLM), which has been widely used for NoC and SoC design [4, 5, 9, 10, 11] . In [9, 10] , TLM has been used for bus architecture exploration. The communication is modeled as read and write transactions which are implemented within the bus model. Depending on the required accuracy of the simulation results, timing information such as bus arbitration delay is annotated within the bus model. In [10] an additional layer called "cycle count accurate at transaction boundary" is presented. Here, the transactions are issued at the same cycle as that observed in bus-cycle-accurate models, thus intratransaction visibility is traded-off for simulation speedup. While modeling the entire system at higher abstraction i.e. TLM, both [9] and [10] present a methodology for preserving accuracy with gain in simulation speed.
We would like to underline that our approach is dual with respect to TLM. While transaction-level models usually represent interconnects as a collection of available services and emphasize local processing on IP cores, the platform we describe is composed of accurate models for the interconnect, while processing resources are abstracted away. Simulation speed is gained like in TLM models, but the purpose of this gain is enabling accurate assessment of interconnect performance, not of core or application performance. The above methods are suitable for feature exploration once the NoC architecture has been chosen, but are not thought for NoC exploration itself.
Traffic Modeling Requirements
The generation of a traffic pattern emulating that of a real IP core can be faced at varying degrees of accuracy.
At the most basic level, a trace with timestamps can be collected in the reference system and then be independently replayed, an approach that we might call "cloning". This approach is clearly inadequate when the variance of network latency is taken into account; whenever a transaction is delayed, either due to hardware design or congestion, the effect should propagate to subsequent transactions, which would also be delayed in real systems. A simple example of such critical blocking is a cache refill request.
This observation leads to the deployment of "timeshifting" traffic generators: adjacent transactions are tied to each other, and are issued at times which are a function of the delay elapsed before receiving responses to previous transactions. This implicitly means that the trace collection mechanism must include not only timestamps for processor-generated commands, but also for network responses. However, even this model fails when multi-core systems come under scrutiny: the arbitration for resources in such designs is timing-, and thus architecture-, dependent. Therefore, very different transaction patterns may be observed as a function of the chosen interconnection design. To make an example, checks for a shared resource done by polling generate different amounts of traffic depending on the relative ordering of accesses to the resource.
As a consequence, the need for "reactive" TG models is justified. Such models must have some knowledge about the system architecture and about the application behavior to correctly generate (and not just duplicate) traffic patterns across different underlying networks. A TG should be able to mimic the behavior of an IP core even when facing unpredictable network performance, e.g. due to resource contention, packet collisions, arbitration and routing policies.
To illustrate the requirements driving the development of our TG model, we will now describe how two typical transactions occurring in the MPARM modelling and simulation environment can be reproduced. MPARM features in-order, single-pipeline ARM cores as system masters and two types of memory as system slaves: private (only accessible by one master) or shared (visible by all masters in the system). Figure 2 shows examples of the two types of communication: (a) processor-initiated communication towards an exclusively owned slave peripheral, and (b) processorinitiated communication towards a system-shared slave peripheral. We call network latency (t nwk ) the time taken for the communication to traverse from the master OCP interface to the slave OCP interface and vice versa; this latency depends both on the chosen architecture and on the network congestion at the time of communication.
In Figure 2 (a), the first two master transactions are a write (WR) and a read (RD). The time to service the WR transaction, which is a posted write, is just the network latency plus the slave access time. The RD, which in MPARM uses blocking semantics, pays an additional penalty because the response has to make its way back to the master. From the TG point of view, this pattern is easily recordable: network latency and slave access time are unimportant factors, and the essential point to capture is just the delay between WR assertion and RD assertion, and between RD response and the following command. In a subsequent simulation with traffic generators replacing cores, these delays will be modeled by explicit idle waits in the TG, while the network latency will be dependent on the NoC model to simulate. In the next set of transactions, where a RD closely follows a WR, the RD command reaches the slave before the latter has finished servicing the WR, and is thus stalled at the slave interface. This stalling behavior does not need to be explicitly captured in a TG model, since, from a processor perspective, it simply appears to be part of the slave response time. This simplistic example of a master accessing a private slave proves that if the type and the timestamp of the communication events are captured, the behaviour of the master can be emulated via non-preemptive sequential communication transactions interleaved with an appropriate amount of idle wait cycles.
In Figure 2 (b), two master devices (M1 and M2) attempt to gain access to a single hardware semaphore. M1 arrives first and locks the resource; the attempt by M2 thus fails. In MPARM, semaphore checking is performed by polling, i.e. M2 regularly issues read events until eventually the semaphore is granted to it. Since the transactions occur over a shared network fabric, the unlock event (WR) issued by M1 and the success of the next request (RD) event by M2 are dependent. Only if the M2 RD event is issued at least t nwk,M1 + t unlock,S − t nwk,M2 after the unlocking by M1, then M2 will be granted the semaphore and additional polling events will not be required. Therefore, depending on network properties, a variable amount of transactions might be observed at the OCP interfaces of M1 and M2. This is the reactive behavior that needs to be captured by the TG model: both M1 and M2 need to react to accommodate the network latency. Thus, the simplistic model which could be applied to transactions towards a privately owned slave now needs to be extended with additional information about the master process execution, about system properties, and about input/output data. In detail, the TG must be able to recognize polling accesses (i.e. a knowledge of what addressing ranges represent pollable resources) and must add support for recording of actual data transfers (e.g., writing a "1" or a "0" to a shared memory location might be the difference between locking or unlocking a resource).
We take the above discussion as a requirement to implement accurate TG models. The examples in Figure 2 demonstrate that traces collected at the IP-NoC interface are sufficient to accurately reproduce the IP's communication, provided that the reactive behavior of the master IP cores is taken into account. These traces should collect sequences of communication transactions, comprising of requests and responses, separated by time intervals with no communication, i.e. idle time. A simulation of the entire system should produce several traces, one per IP core interface.
Implementation of the traffic generators
In this section we describe in some detail the implementation of our traffic generators. As mentioned before, our proposed TG model is designed as a simulation tool, but allows future deployment as a hardware device. Within the simulation environment for NoC exploration, the emphasis is on simulation speedup, while within a hardware instance the emphasis is on ease of (re)programmability and a small silicon footprint in order to support implementation of test chips containing NOC prototypes.
Conceptually, three different TG entities might be needed: (1) A TG emulating a processor (an OCP master). This TG must be able to issue conditional sequences of traces composed of communication transactions separated by idle/wait-periods; (2) A TG emulating a shared memory (an OCP slave). This TG must contain a data structure modeling an actual shared memory (since the values read by the masters may affect the sequence of transactions seen at the master IP cores); and (3) A TG emulating a slave memory (an OCP slave). This TG must be able to respond, possibly with dummy values, to communication transactions issued by a master. Only the first is actually required for deployment in a simulation environment, which already provides its own system slaves, thus only this entity will be described in the present paper. On the other hand, it is important to notice that both slave TG modules are much simpler in design with respect to the master TG, as their logic basically just involves a small state machine to handle OCP transactions.
For the processor TG, we have implemented and modeled a multi-cycle processor with a very simple instruction set as listed in Table 1 . The processor has an instruction memory and a register file, but no data memory. The instruction set consists of a group of instructions which issue OCP transactions (whose arguments are set up in registers) and a group of instructions allowing the programming of conditional sequencing and parameterized waits such that the required traces can be implemented/programmed. The process for deriving TG programs from traces obtained in the reference simulation is explained in Section 5.
The TG simulation flow
In order to use the traffic generators, a user must first perform a reference simulation using bit-true and cycle-true IP models. It is interesting to note that, at this stage, the interconnect does not yet need to be accurately modeled, allowing for time savings. During this simulation, traces are collected from all OCP interfaces in the system. For this purpose, the OCP interface modules within the MPARM platform (the network interfaces in the case of the ×pipes interconnect, the bus master in the case of AMBA AHB) were adapted to collect traces of OCP request and response communication events into a predefined file format (.trc). The address and (if any) data fields of the transactions are also observed. Trace entries are single or burst read/write transactions. Figure 3(a) shows an example trace.
The next step is to convert the traces into corresponding TG programs (.tgp). A translator outputs symbolic code; Figure 3(b) shows the TG program derived for traces in Figure 3(a) . Finally, an assembler is used to convert the symbolic TG program into a binary image (.bin) which can be loaded into the TG instruction memory and executed. Execution might be within a simulation model (which is the approach presented in this paper) or in hardware on a NoC test-chip. Validation of the trace collection and processing mechanism can be achieved by collecting traces with IP cores running on different interconnects, and verifying the resulting .tgp and .bin programs to match. The conversion process is fully automated and the time taken for this process is discussed in Section 6. As seen in Figure 3 (b), the TG program starts with a header describing the type of core and its identifier. The next few statements express initialization of the register file. Register rdreg is defined as special register where the value of RD transactions is stored.
By looking at the code in Figure 3 (a), it is possible to notice that the first communication events in the trace occur at time 55ns, 75ns, and 90ns. We assume each TG cycle to take 5ns, the same as the IP core for which the trace is collected. At the beginning of the simulation, the TG has no instruction to perform until the 11th (55/5) cycle, so an Idle wait is observed. The trace of the RD event is followed by a response, at a time which is dependent on the network latency. The IP core is blocked until this response arrives. A WR event occurs three ((90-75)/5) cycles after the response is received; these cycles are partially spent for TG internal operations (data and address register setting), and an ensuing Idle wait is added to fill the gap. Then the following RD instruction is translated into the corresponding Read program call after 10 cycles, one of which is taken to set up the RD address. This is blocking until a response is received, 5 cycles later. Now, consider the trace entries from time 210ns to 320ns. By identifying the address as belonging to a semaphore location and knowing the polling behaviour of the MPARM IP core, the translator inserts the Semchk label and an If conditional statement. This statement checks whether the read value is equal to "1", which reflects an unblocked semaphore. This loop effectively represents the semaphore polling behavior. All master devices attempting to access this address incorporate the same routine in their TG program, thus capturing the system dynamics.
At this stage, additional simulations can be run on a plat- form with traffic generators and a variety of interconnect fabrics, thereby evaluating performance of NoC design alternatives. Compared with the reference setup, where the interconnect fabric could be modeled at a high level, the target NoC should now be simulated at the cycle-and bittrue level to carefully assess its performance. Validation of the TG model can be achieved by coupling the TG with the same interconnect used for tracing with IP cores, and checking the accuracy of the IP core emulation. Results for this validation, and for tests on different interconnects than the reference one, will be presented in the next Section.
Results
We simulated within the MPARM framework, using the AMBA NoC, and four benchmarks. The first benchmark was a single-processor application (SP matrix manipulation), with the purpose of assessing accuracy and speedup in the simplest environment. The second benchmark (Cacheloop) was a test performing idle loops within the processors' cache, and only minimal bus interaction; this allowed an assessment of the speedup provided by the TG model when scaling the number of processors in the system up to twelve. Finally, the remaining two benchmarks (MP matrix manipulation and DES encryption/decryption) were multiprocessor tests stressing synchronization and resource contention with traffic patterns as discussed in Section 3, and were used mainly to ascertain the accuracy of the whole design flow when stressed by complex transactions.
In the first experiment we aimed at validating the trace collection/processing environment. We ran the same benchmarks over AMBA and ×pipes, noticing very different ex- ecution times due to different latency and scalability features. However, after translation, a check across .tgp programs showed no difference at all. This result demonstrates the feasibility of an approach which decouples simulation of the IP cores and of the underlying interconnect fabric. Table 2 summarizes the results of simulations done on the AMBA AHB interconnect with ARM processors and then with TGs. The left columns report the number of simulated cycles, while the right ones illustrate simulation time 1 . The column "Error" is a measure of the accuracy of replacing IP cores with TGs, based upon the difference in simulated cycles, while the column "Gain" describes the improvement in simulation time.
The table shows that replacing ARM processors with TGs yields excellent accuracy, close to 100% for small numbers of processors, while guaranteeing a speedup factor of 2 to 4. This speedup is mostly due to the drastic simplification in the amount of logic needed to generate communication transactions, compounded in small part with the elimination of any adaptation layer in the system since the TG is natively implemented with an OCP interface. This speedup compares favorably to previous work in the area (a speedup of 1.55x is reported in [10] ), and must be evaluated by taking into account the fact that it involves no shift in the level of abstraction of the simulations. 1 Benchmarks taken on a multiprocessor Xeon ® 1.5 GHz with 12 GB of RAM, eliminating any disk swapping effect. Especially for benchmarks with a short duration, time measurements were taken by averaging over multiple runs and care was put in minimizing disk loading effects.
Inaccuracies in execution time can be explained as follows. In Cacheloop, and until about 6-8 processors in MP matrix and four in DES, the TG platform shows an acceptable accuracy degradation. This is due to the compounding of minimal timing mismatches caused by the conversion from traces to TG programs. When adding even more processors, however, accuracy improves again, because the AMBA bus starts to saturate, causing the processors to idle wait for bus arbitration for long amounts of time. The congestion is serious enough to dominate the effect of the timing mismatches. Since TGs cannot save simulation complexity if the replaced processors are in idle state, this is also the reason causing the speedup to get smaller with large numbers of processors in MP matrix and DES. For Cacheloop, which always executes from the local caches without any bus traffic, this phenomenon does not appear. Thus, the reduced speedup is not a property of the TG.
The impact of trace collection is small, and is incurred only once. For example, when running the MP matrix benchmark on the AMBA interconnect with four ARM processors, a plain benchmark run takes 128 s; the benchmark run with TG tracing enabled takes 147 s, and subsequent parsing and elaboration requires an additional 145 s for a 20 MB trace file 1 . Only one such iteration is needed to be able to take advantage of 2x to 4x speedups in subsequent design space exploration. Additionally, since processed TG programs are identical regardless of the reference interconnect in which raw traces were collected, such collection could be performed on top of a transactional fabric model, further reducing the impact of the reference simulation.
Conclusions
Experimental results prove the viability of a TG-based approach which decouples simulation of IP cores and of interconnect fabrics. Even in presence of unpredictable contention for shared resources in a multiprocessor environment, our TG model proved capable of delivering speedups in the order of 2x to 4x when run on AMBA while keeping a remarkable accuracy.
The TG model we propose provides a wide range of features, with a simple but powerful instruction set allowing for sophisticated flow control and therefore a variety of communication patterns. It is very useful for fast and accurate verification and exploration of different NoC architectures, which is the motivation of this work. While this paper was focused on simulation speedup, the TG may also be used as a flexible tool in a variety of platforms. The TG might be used in association with manually written programs to generate traffic patterns typical of IP cores still in the design phase, helping in the tuning of the communication performance between the underlying NoC and that IP core.
Our future work includes synthesis of the TG device, and support for processors allowing out-of-order transactions. Research will also include analysis of the behavior of a system in which multiple tasks run on a single processor and are dynamically scheduled by an OS, either based upon timeslices (preemptive multitasking) or upon transition to a sleep state followed by awakening on interrupt receipt. Context switching-related issues will need to be modeled or predicted.
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